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We work tirelessly to ensure that all wild
animals, whether living in captivity or in
the wild, are treated with compassion
and respect and are able to live their
lives according to their needs. 

As a leading wildlife charity, we oppose
the exploitation of wild animals in
captivity and campaign to keep them
where they belong – in the wild. 

We promote Compassionate
Conservation to enhance the survival 
of threatened species in the wild and
protect natural habitats while
respecting the needs and safeguarding
the welfare of individual animals. 

We seek to have a positive impact on
animals in the wild and protect their
ecosystems in perpetuity, for their own
intrinsic value and for the critical roles
they play within the natural world.

Our origins lie in Zoo Check, an organisation
established in March 1984 by Virginia McKenna
OBE and Bill Travers MBE – the stars of the film
Born Free – along with their son Will Travers OBE. 

In 1987, Zoo Check became a registered charity
and a few years later extended its work to
encompass the conservation of wild animals in
their natural habitat. As a result, Zoo Check
changed its name to Born Free Foundation. 
Today, we support and co-ordinate activities in
four main programme areas – Animal Welfare,
Conservation, Policy, and Communities &
Education. We have offices in Kenya and Ethiopia,
and operations in South Africa and Sri Lanka. We
also support projects in several other countries. 

What Is Born Free’s Global 
Friends Programme?
Since 2003, we have been working with local
schools and communities in remote areas
throughout Africa and, more recently, Sri Lanka. 

Why We Do This
We believe animals have the right to be treated
with compassion and respect and be free to
thrive in the wild.

What We Do
We promote tolerance and co-existence
amongst local communities living alongside
wildlife in environmentally fragile areas or areas
supporting high biodiversity by encouraging
environmental education-based solutions and
creating positive opportunities for children.

How We Do It 
Through this small grants programme, we
support school and community environmental
education-based approaches to:

1. Reduce human-wildlife conflict

2. Reduce poaching and improve attitudes 
towards the protection of wildlife

3. Promote sustainable resource 
management

4. Protect ecosystem services

5. Reduce pollution

6. Encourage good animal care and 
livestock husbandry.

About Born Free
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South Luangwa, Zambia



Partnership
Founded in 2001 and supported by 
Born Free since 2019.

Chipembele Wildlife Education Trust (CWET)
aims to teach Zambian children and
communities the value of wildlife and their
environment so they may be conserved for
present and future generations. 

Project Area
The project is located in a rapidly developing
rural community adjacent to South Luangwa
National Park. The most serious challenges
CWET aim to address are therefore associated
with wildlife and communities competing for 
the same land and resources. These include
poaching, over-fishing, bush fires, human-
wildlife conflict, habitat loss through
encroachment and deforestation as the local
community searches ever harder and further for
new land for houses and agriculture, building
materials, sources of protein and firewood.

Achievements In 2019/20
Key Aims:

• Reducing poaching and directly improving 
attitudes towards the protection of wildlife in 
Zambia

• A specific focus on raising awareness of the 
conservation of Zambia’s primates, and 
encouraging communities to report wildlife 
crimes involving primates.  
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Born Free’s 
Education Champion

Katie Marshall, Classical Soprano

“I am a classical singer. As a schoolgirl
myself, I hope to help raise awareness
of the amazing work Global Friends
does. It provides educational
opportunities for children, and helps
their communities to find local
solutions to problems that affect them
– and the wildlife they share their lives
with – so they can all live happily
together and Keep Wildlife in the Wild.”

Chipembele Wildlife Education Trust, Zambia 
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Activities:

• CWET’s four Community Conservation 
Educators (CCEs) each led sessions four 
mornings a week in community groups in their
geographic zones. These groups included 
women’s clubs, youth clubs, agricultural co-
operatives, church groups, Village Action 
Groups and Community Resource Boards. 
They also led sessions in conservation groups 
in the schools in their geographical zone four 
afternoons a week

• Students from Mfuwe Day Secondary School 
took part in a Field Ecology Club every Friday 
of the school term. In 2019, they conducted 
the research project ‘The influence of vehicles 
on animal behaviour in South Luangwa 
National Park’ in partnership with the Zambian
Carnivore Programme 

• The team conducted four three-day camping 
excursions, as part of a programme called 
Nature Nights. Eight students from different 
schools went on each trip and took part in 
conservation activities, bush walks and nature 
observations. The excursions were designed 
to improve a range of life skills and increase 
knowledge of, interest in and respect for 
wildlife and the natural environment

• They conducted field trips into the national 
park for 15 students in each of their 31 
Conservation Clubs

• CWET conducted outreach trips to remote 
communities using our Mobile Education Unit. 

Total Reach: 

• Approximately 930 primary and 520 
secondary school-aged students, and 7,054 
community members.

Planned Activities 2020/21

• Schools Programme: Continue on the above 
activities

• Train the trainer: Working with Community 
Resource Boards in four local Chiefdoms – 
training them in conservation and 
environmental issues so they can pass on the 
information to people in their community. 
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Partnership
Supported by Born Free since 1998.

Chimpanzee Sanctuary and Wildlife
Conservation Trust (CSWCT) is a local NGO
focused on chimpanzee conservation in
Uganda. Their flagship project is Ngamba
Island, a chimp sanctuary located on Lake
Victoria. The island is home to 47 chimpanzees,
all of whom were rescued from the pet and
wildlife trades.

Achievements In 2019/20
Key Aims:

• Promoting sustainable resource management

• Protecting ecosystem services (Lake Victoria) 

• Reduction of pollution through encouraging 
responsible attitudes, behaviours and actions.

Activities:

• Procurement of a 10-15 seat fibre glass boat:

- This allowed the team to carry out 60 school
outreach sessions on neighbouring islands.
Providing children’s reading books to improve
reading skills and knowledge about the plight of
chimpanzees and actions to help save the
species                                                                            

- In addition, the boat has been used to monitor
and carry out two to three security patrols per
week around Ngamba Island Chimpanzee
Sanctuary for the safety of the rescued
chimpanzees.  

Total Reach:

• Approximately 650 pupils (55% girls and 45% 
boys) in 13 primary schools.

Planned Activities 2020/21

• CSWCT will air a multi-episode conservation-
themed radio drama, Ekiija Omanyire, 
broadcast to 50,000 people across Uganda.

Chimpanzee Sanctuary And Wildlife

Conservation Trust, Uganda 
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Partnership
Supported by Born Free since 2008.

Pole Pole Foundation (POPOF) was set up by
gorilla tourist guide, John Kahekwa, who
recognised the pressure being placed on
Kahuzi-Biega National Park’s natural resources
by the local community. The aim of the
foundation is to improve relations between the
park and the community by offering
employment and training to former poachers,
and providing development support to schools
and small businesses. Born Free has supported
a variety of projects in Kahuzi-Biega National
Park since 2000. 

Achievements In 2019/20
Key Aims:

• Developing a sense and culture of love for wild
animals to encourage participation in wildlife 
protection

• Reducing human-wildlife conflict

• Encouraging environmental education on 
gorillas and other wildlife animals.

Activities:

• POPOF organised a football (soccer) 
competition between four schools in the Miti 
community around Kahuzi-Biega National 
Park. This idea was developed in discussion 
with members of the Born Free club from 
POPOF High School to share their knowledge 
and interest with their peers. 

Total Reach: 

• Over 2,000 primary, secondary and tertiary-
aged students and around 200 community 
members watching the matches.

Planned Activities 2020/21

• POPOF plans to work with POPOF High 
School and the local community to create a 
community wood plot in the neighbouring hills 
(currently grassland). This lot will provide 
sustainable wood for the communities, 
provide tree cover, improve soil fertility and 
support local biodiversity. 

Pole Pole Foundation, 

Democratic Republic of Congo
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The two school teams who played in the final
(POPOF HIGH SCHOOL and RWABIKA)
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Partnership
Founded and supported by Born Free
since 2002.

The Zambia Primate Project (ZPP) is one of
Africa’s most established and successful
primate release programmes. Its mission is to
rescue and rehabilitate injured, orphaned and
illegally-held vervet monkeys and yellow
baboons for release back to the wild. Primate
survival rate six months post-release currently
averages a remarkable 95%.

Achievements In 2019/20
Key Aims:

• Reducing poaching and directly improving 
attitudes towards the protection of wildlife 
in Zambia

• Raising awareness about the conservation 
of Zambia’s primates and encouraging 
communities to report wildlife crimes 
involving primates.  

Activities:

• Through poster and radio campaigns in the 
Copperbelt communities, awareness that 
monkeys are wild animals and are protected 
by law and that it is illegal to kill, eat, buy, sell, 
and keep monkeys as pets was increased:

- New posters were designed and printed and
3,500 posters in English and 3,500 posters in
Bemba were displayed in schools, colleges,
churches, local shopping centres, compounds
and other busy meeting places across seven
areas of the Copperbelt by local community
members

- A radio info-advert was produced and a
schedule of 200 prime-time 30-second radio
slots negotiated for broadcast on the
Copperbelt’s main radio station Sun FM Zambia
every day during March and April 2020. 

Total Reach: 

• The posters were distributed in all key areas of
the Copperbelt

• The radio campaign reached over a million 
people – circa 70% of the population of the 
Copperbelt. This included 355,023 people in 
Kitwe, 436,984 in Ndola, 106,657 in Mufulira 
and 170,159 in Chingola, across all age groups.

Planned Activities 2020/21

• Continue to roll out a radio advertising 
campaign in the Copperbelt – two x 30-
second info-adverts targeted at local 
communities to educate people that it is 
illegal to keep monkeys as pets

• Scope availability and costs for a billboard 
campaign in 2021/22 in the Copperbelt.

Zambia Primate Project, Zambia 



Partnership
Supported by Born Free since 2007.

Lilongwe Wildlife Trust (LWT) runs Lilongwe
Wildlife Centre, Malawi’s only wildlife rescue
centre, and the country’s Wildlife Emergency
Response Unit – providing veterinary services 
to all the country’s national parks, wildlife and
forest reserves.

They also have a long-standing education
programme which offers countrywide 
outreach education.

Achievements In 2019/20
Key Aims:

• Reduce human-wildlife conflict in Zambia

• Reduce illegal wildlife trade activities – Malawi 
has been identified as one of southern Africa’s 
key trafficking hotspots for wildlife products.  

Activities:

• Jalawi – Two community groups have now 
been set up in two areas (Kasungu and 
Salima) to produce jewellery from snares 
collected by the wildlife team. Activities 
included: 

- New jewellery designs

- Training

- Improvement of supply chain

- Change in business model

- Community sensitisation: The community
group initially received education on broader
conservation issues, empowering them to act
as ambassadors for wider conservation work by
sensitising others in their communities to issues
such as wildlife crime

- Routes to market

- Support.

• The project helps to raise awareness of the 
impact of poaching as well as LWT’s work to 
combat it. It also provides a sustainable 
income for community groups. Given the 
demand for the product, and the local support
for the initiative, the initiative is expected to be 
sustainable. Community groups should not 
require donor support moving forward. 

Total Reach: 

• Five men and 21 women were trained as 
artisans/producers. Community outreach by 
the groups reached approximately 500 
secondary school students and 300 
community members.

Lilongwe Wildlife Trust, Malawi 
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